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Sarah E . Raymond Fitzwilliam
A MEMH1m

OF

nrn

CLASS OF-

1866

AND FORMER SUPERINTENDENT OF

BLOOMINGTON SCHOOLS

Mrs. Sarah E. Raymond Fitzwilliam, one of the most distinguished
members of the A lumni of the Illinois State U niversity, died in her home
at Chicago a few weeks ago. Of her work and her life, the Bloomington
Pa1itagraph under the date of February 1, says :
A message r eceived in this city on January 31, bore the sad news of
the death of Mrs. Sarah E. Raymond Fitzwilliam, an educator of national
repute, which occurred at an early hour yesterday morning at her home,
4824 Vincennes avenue, Chicago. She had been in failing health for some
weeks, but her condition so far as is known here was not such as to occasion alarm. It is thought that death came suddenly, as none of the
Bloomington friends had been apprised that her condi_tion was critical.
M rs. Fitzwilliam was for years one of the leading factors in the educational and public life of Bloomington, having been superintendent of
the city schools for years.
A NATIVE OF I LLINOIS

T wo li nes of ancestry met in M rs. Fitzwilliam, both of which were
recognized for intellectual strength and aptness. She might be said to
have been one of the teachers who were born and not made. She was a
native of Illinois. She was born in Kendall ( then LaSalle) county, in
October, 1842, a nd received her early schooling in th e then comparatively
crude schools of the state.
Her first year of school was passed in a little log house, which on .
Sunday was used as a church. These scenes made such a lasting impression upon her m emory that she recalled them in a ·permanent form
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by placing in a window of the Congregational church of this city a
memorial to her mother, in which was interwoven a picture of this little
log house.
HER CAREER AS A TEACHER

From this primitive school M iss Raymond went to an academy at
Lisbon, Ill., in Kendall county. There at that time was gathered a distinguished corps of teachers, and to them the future Bloomington woman
owed much of the educational inspiration which she received. Her
father was later elected sheriff of Kendall county and the family moved
to Oswego, the county seat, where the yonug lady entered the high school.
At the age of 16 she taught her first school, in the country. In the fall
of 1862 she entered the state university at Normal, where she was under
the instruction .of Dr. Richard Edwards, the then president. After four
years there she returned to her old home and began teaching again, this·
time in the Fowler institute at Newark, founded by a brother of Bishop
Fowler. There she remained until time for her decision to remove to
Bloomington.
HER WORK HERE

Mrs. Raymond-Fitzwilliam was for years one of the factors in the
literary and public life of Bloomington. She occupied a position in the
history of the city that is not paralleled by any other woman. Under
her management the public schools earned a reputation abroad. She did
as much for them as any man or woman who ·h as lived here within the
last twenty-five years. By her labors there she was best known to the
people of Bloomington, although the library as it now stands is a monument to her name. The Benevolent Society, as well as the Industriai
Home for Girls were both organized at the call of Mrs. Fitzwilliam. She
was several years president of the Woman's Educational Association of
the Illinois Wesleyan U niversity, was twice president of the Woman's
State Teachers' Association, acting president of the Central Illinois State
Teachers' Association for one year, president of the Alumni Association
of Normal for one year, secretary of the IJlinois State Teachers' Association two years, first president of the School Mistresses' Club of Illinois,
president of the IJlinois Plato Club for two years. She was assistant
superintendent of the First M. E. Sunday school for twelve years.
IN

BLOOMINGTON SCHOOLS

Mrs. Fitzwilliam enlisted as a teacher in the Bloomington schools
in 1868 under S. M. E tter, then superintendent. Witbin five years she
had filled the positions of second primary teacher, principal of a three-
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room grammar school, followed by the principalship of an eight-room
grammar school, and one term as first assistant in the high school. In
September, 1873, she was elected principal of the high school to succeed
Dr. B. P. Marsh. In June, 1874, she was elected superinten<lent of all
the schools of the city, which position she held until August, 1892, when
~he resigned to take up her residence at Boston, completing at this time
twenty-four years of uninterrupted service in connection with the Bloomington public schools.
l n 1892° there were 420 graduates of the Bloomington high school,
and Miss Raymond, as she was then, personally directed or assisted in
the direction of the exercises of all but twelve. To the office of superintendent was added that of secretary of the board, which carried with it
careful clerical work and much responsibility, in the early school days
when finances were a thing to be studied with the strictest care with a
view to economy. On her resignation· from the public schools of Bloomington, she removed to Boston and devoted herself to literary and charitable work. She was a member of the Boston Folk Lore Society, the
Educational Association and the Associated Charities. She w"as a national and international delegate to the congress of charities at the world's
fair in 1903.
On June 23, 1896, Miss Raymond was married to Capt. F. J. Fitzwilliam and they took up their residence in Chicago. Capt. Fitzwilliam,
however, died in 1899, and Mrs. Fitzwilliam -had since devoted her time at
her Chicago home to literary and club work. Her home was the center
for the most influential clubs and organizations of the city of Chicago and
she has made a reputation for herself with the literary work that she has
done there.
PROMINENT IN TI-IE D. A . R.

::'virs. F itzwi lliam was one of the most prominent members of the
Daughters of the American Revolution in the state of Illinois. For years
she was one of the leaders of the chapter in this city, and following her
removal to Chicago, was equally active in that city. She was regent of the
Chicago chapter and leader in many of the patriotic movements which
that organization supported. When on account o f failing health she was
compelled to resign the active regency, the Chicago chapter elected her
honorary r egent for life.
ERECTED TI-IE TROTTER FOUNTAIN

As administrator of the Georgina Trotter estate, Mrs. Fitzwilliam
had charge of the creation and setting up of the handsome mon ument just
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east of the public library, known as the Trotter fountain. A fund was
left from the Trotter estate for the securing of the \VOrk of art to be set
up in thi,s public spot, and Mrs. Fitzwilliam had charge of selecting the
subject, the sculptor, and supervising its establishment. Lorado Taft,
the famous sculptor, executed the design, and in his work the. city secured
one of the handsomest pieces of sculpture in the state of Illinois. Mrs.
Fitzwilliam personally looked after the ceremonies when the Trotter
fountain was formally dedicated about seven years ago.
LE,\VES FOUR UROTHERS

Four brothers of M rs. F itzwilliam are living. The eldest, Lyman,
lives in Kansas City. Charles, her youngest brother, lived with Mrs.
F itzwilliam in Chicago. One brother resides in Morris, Ill., and another
111 California.
i\.frs. Fitzwilliam was affiliated with the Baptist denomination in
Chicago. The funeral was held in Chicago Saturday afternoon, February
2nd., at 2 o'clock.
- - - 00 0 --
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THE 1917 FOOTBALL SEASON
H.

HARRISON RUSSELL

In the attendance of men, probably no school has been mo re af •
feoted by the war than has our I. S. N . U. We never have been crowde,l
with men, although the number had been increasing until, in the Fall
Tenn, 19 16, more than two hundr ed were enrolled in the various departments of the Normal school and the Teachers' college. About May I,
1917, the men began leaving school and enlisting in the different branches
of the service. Of the ten men selected for the 19 17 baseball team, six
left school after three games had been played. The Spring term! was
then half gone, and there was not time to even get a start at developing
another team. Similar conditions existed elsewhere, and so the Illinois
Inter-collegiate Athletic Association, to which we belong, abandoned
the remainder of the 1917 baseb~ll schedule.
As the school year 1916-1917 came to a close, there were a good
many comments, such as: "There will be no athletics next year." Our
Board of Apportionment of Student .Fees evidently thought there would
be a great reduction, for they cut down the athletic appropriation fifty
per cent.
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\Vhen school opened in September, it seemed as if these prognostications would come true, for the highest enrollment of men was seventy-six,
and before a month had passed this dwindled to sixty-nine. The outlook
for intercollegiate football, the only kind that can be successful with us,
was not prom1s111g. In 1915, fifty men reported fo r the first football
practice; but there were only sixty-nine men in school.
Nevertheless the call was given at the first general exercise assembly.
The call asked for all men who wanted to play football, no matter whether
they were experienced or inexperienced. Both kinds came, twenty-two
in all. A few were experienced; more were inexperienced. At Normal
we always get a goodly number of green men for football. In fact, many
of our best men never handle a football until they arrive on our campus.
Each year. they appear in the various stages of greenness, but this season
deserves the prize in that respect. Never until the season of 1917, had
the writer seen a man appear on the field with his football pants on
backside foremost. The few veterans on the squad never cracked a
smile or showed that they noticed it, for with only twenty-two in all,
nothing would be done to drive anyo11e away.
On the squad there were three "N" men:. viz, Packard, center; Crosby
guard; D. Courtright, quarterback. In addition to these were a few men
who had experience on the scrubs in 1916: Carlson, guard; Wayne Moore,
center; Zimmerman, guard; Watson,, end; B. Stewart, end. To these
were added a few who came with high school experience: Byron Moore,
Arnold, Guy Stubblefield, and Theron \Vhite, came from Normal high
school ; ::\tlyers from Drummer Township high school; Lyle Courtright
from C. High, and Rice from Moweaqua, made good additions. The
rest of the squad were wholly new at the game.
Efforts on the part of the manager failed to secure a game for
October 6, and so it was necessary to tackle the strong Millikin team in.
the first game. Millikin won the state champions'hip in 1916: and was
1-lated to repeat in 1917, because of the number of veterans on her squad.

In spite of the fact that our squad was small, the experienced men
went to work with a determination to play football and to teach the green
men to play football. After four weeks of -practice, the line-up for the
Millikin game was decided as follows:
L.E., B. Moore; L.T., Myers; L.G., Carlson; C., Packard; RG., Zimmerman; RT., Crosby (Capt.); RE., Watson; Q.B., D. Courtright;
L.H.B., L. Courtright, F.B., Rice; RH.B., Arnold.
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Those who came to this game, expecting an easy one for Millikinand most of the spectators came with that expectation- were disappointed. The new I. S. N . U. team took the Millikin veterans by surprise, and
played them off their feet all the first quarter. Millikin chose to defend
the east goal. Packard kicked to McWherter, on the ten-yard line. McW herter returned the ball fifteen yards. After two attempts at encl runs
and one at the line, Millikin kicked to Dud Courtright who returned the
ball to mid-field. Using a series of end runs and line bucks, Normal worked the wall to the M illikin 25 yard line, squarely in front of the goal, and
L. Courtright scored these points by a drop-kick. First quarter ended
Normal 3; Millikin 0.
During the second quarter neither team could gain by end runs and
line plays. Forward passes and fake plays were resorted to. Cox o f
Millikin intercepted a pass intended for the Normal left half, and ran
thirty-five yards for a touchdown. First half ended : :'v1illikin 7, Normal 3.
Millikin braced for a hard game in the third quarter, and scored one
touchdown, the only earned one of th e game. In the fourth quarter she
got away with a long fo rward pass just before the whistle blew, making
the fi na l score Millikin 20 ; No rmal 3.
The whole :-iormal team deserves credit fo r the showing against
Millikin . O ne remarkable thing about this game was that the same eleven
men played throughout the game. Possibly Carlson·s work at guard
stood out above the rest. Time after time he broke through and spoiled
the play before the fast Millikin backs could get started . After the
season was over the Millikin coach remarked, "The best team we played
outside the Lombard champions, was the Normal team."
On October 20, the team went to Carlinville to play Blackburn.
This was a comparatively easy game. In addition to the men ,vho played
in the Millikin game, Swiger was used at half back, Stewart at end,
Stubblefield at half, and L awrence at guard. The entire game was
played in the rain. Normal scored a touchdown withi n four min utes
without losing th e ball. ,\ fte r that the ball and ground were so
slippery that little could be done. T he final score was Normal 8, Blackburn 0.
O n October 27, our old friends from Illinois College came to Normal. We had been defeated by Illinois for three years straight, and the
team was out for revenge. They got it. Illinois went home with the
small end o f the 19 to 3 score. Wayne Moore appeared in this game fo r
the first time this season, playing at right guard. Zimmerman was sh ifted
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to right end to take the place of vVatson, who was lost for the season
because of a broken collar bone, sustained while attempting to get his left
shoulder hard against an imaginary Illinois man, in the shape of our
old friend "Lizzie," the dummy, r echristened "Kaiser Bill." T he result
of the Illinois game was never in doubt. Illinois, like Normal, was using
green team. They were greener than we, and were outclassed in all
phases of the game.

,t

At Peoria on November 3, Bradley defeated >!ormal 30 to 9. The
Normal team seemed to have lost all the football it ·h ad learned. The
backfield handed the game to Bradley on fumbles. Normal secured the
first score when Byron Moore downed a Bradley man behind the Bradley
goal, scoring a safety. vVithin a few minutes Dempsey, of Bradley,
picked up a fumbled ball behind L. Courtright, and with a clear field,
ran forty yards for a touchdown. An intercepted pass and an.other fumble
in the backfield resulted in two more touchdowns for Bradley in the first
quarter. N ormal braced in the second quarter and kept the play in
Bradley territory, and by straight football Arnold was sent over for a
touchdown. No scores were made in the third quarter. In the four th
quarter the Normal backfield was again guilty of fumbling which resulted
in ten more points for Bradley. F inal score, Bradley 30; Normal 9.
The plan started last year of having an annual soccer game with
Bradley on the same date as the football game, was kept up this year.
The score was 2 to 1 in favor .o f Bradley. On this date thirty-nine per
cent of the boys in the Kormal school were playing football on Bradley
Field.
Eureka came to Normal on November 10. The fumbling which had
lost the game for Normal at Bradley did not appear against Eureka.
Eureka played straight football, relying upon McKenzie, their plunging
fullback to do most of the work. He was always good for a gain. But
one man cannot win a football game. By "mixing 'em up" the Normal
team managed to defeat Eureka 14 to 13.
Kormal lost a close game at Charleston on November 17. Packard,
our reliable center, was called to Camp Dodge, to see his brother. The
night before the game vVayne Moore was taken from guard and given the
center pos1t1on. }le played the position well, but the sudden change
weakened the line. In spite of that, Normal scored first and led all the
way to the last thirty seconds. In the third quarter, Myers, the Normal
left tackle, suffered a fractured fibula and was forced out. A lack of Jinr
substitutes weakened the team considerably and Charleston scored soon
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after. She failed to kick goal, leaving the score at the end of the thiro
quarter, Normal 7, Charleston 6. In the fourth quarter, with on,ly thirty
seconds to play, Charleston sent an encl nm around Nor-mal's right end
and secured another touchdown. Final score Charleston 13; Normal 7.
The ann,ual Thanksgiving Day game ;vas lost to Wesleyan. Normal
was weaker than she had been all season. :Myers was still bothered w1ti1 a
weak leg. Dud Courtright had been in bed with tonsilitis and was worth
only about 50 per cent of what he had been in other games. No substitute
was available to relieve him. Rice retired in the third quarter because of
an injured shoulder. Every substitute on the squad, except one was used,
but to no avail. The best Norina] could do was to get two drop kicks by
L. Courtr ight. \,Vesleyan made three touchdowns. Score, \,V esleyan 19;
?\ormal 6.
Normal won three games and lost four. Her record, however, was
good enough to give her fo urth place among the nineteen colleges of the
I. J. A. A .
At the close of the season when critics over the state were selecting
an all I. I. A . A. team, Dud Courtright was chosen by nearly all of them.
Carlson played the left guard position in every game, and was selected
by some for that position. I-Je deserved it as much as any one else. Myers
at left tackle, was the most aggressive man in, the li ne. On defense he
was always after the ball. In two games, he broke through, caused the
opponents to funible, picked up the ball, and scored touchdowns fo r
Normal. Captain Crosby at right tackle filled the position well. Outweighed by nearly every opponent, he never flinched. "Jake" had always
played guard, and would have liked to play that position in 191?, but he
was willing to play wherever he could .do the most good.
No cen,ter
,vas more steady than Packard. No matter what signal he called, the
quarterback could always depend upon the ball starting in the right direction. Zimmerman, Wayne Moore, Byron Moore, Watson and Lawrence,
,,!though usually outweighed by opponents, gave good account of themselves. Byron :.\foore's work at grabbing passes was particularly noticeable.
Of the men who played behind the quarterback, Rice at fullback, was ·
the most dependable. He played the whole of every game except the
l«st twenty minutes of the ·wesleyan game. An injury to his shoulder
caused him to leave the game. Lyle Courtright, at left half, was an erratic player. He was the fastest man in the back field. In the Millikin
and Charleston games it was his work that kept the opponents guessing.
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Swiger and Arnold alternated at right ha! f. They were new at the position, but always gave their best.
Stubblefield and Stewart, while not playing in enough games to be
a wa rded an "N ," gave good account of themselves while in the game.
No one can predict what will be our football condition in September,
19 18. We are going ahead and planning for the 19 18 season. If there
are enough boys that want to play football, we shall play our usual schednle.
In electing Russell Packard captain for 1918, the boys have made
a good start. Rice, Myers, Swiger, Arnold, and Lawrence probably will
be back. Around these few, the 1918 team must be built.
::\IOR:VIAL UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS REVIEWED

REPORT SUBMITTED

Bv

PRESIDENT FELMLEY TO NORMAL

SCHOOL BOARD

President Felrnley of the University made the following report to the
\" onnal school board at the meeting held on Tuesday, December 11.
S1'ATISTICS OF XfTENDANCE

For the years ending August 31, 1916, an<l August 31, 1917:
19 16
Total enrollment Normal department and Teachers' College_3110
?\umber pledged to teach in Illinois ______________________ 2993
Enrollment in extension classes ________________________ 513
Enrollment in high school departme nt_ _________ _____ ___ 251
Enrollment in elementary schooL ____ ____ ___ __ ________ 565
Pupils taught in Soldiers Orphans' Home________________
Holders· of township scholarships _____________________ 150
Counties represented in Normal department___ __ _______ 96
Other states represented - - --------------------------- 21
F irst summer term __________________________________ 2285
Second summer term - ------------------- - ------------ 559

1917
2761
2667
677
250
557
202
140
96
20
1823
444

For the fall terms 1916, 1917, Normal department and Teachers'
College :

1916
\fen ------------------ - - - -------------------------- 185
\Von1en ----------------------- ---- · --- ----- ---- ---- 649
Total ______ ---------- ----------- ---- --------·- -- 834
High school department ----------------------------- - 235
Elementary school ------------------- ------------ - -- 378
Soldiers' Orphans Home -------------------- -- - - ---- 202

1917
83
522
605
230
386
457
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THE UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL

Although the Normal school shows a shrinkage in attendance of
27,½ per cent over that shown last year, the attendance in the high
school is still up to the limit fixed by the state board of education. With
the building of the new high school in Bloomington the attendance from
that city has fallen off one-fourth, but the attendance from other parts
of Illinois is more than enough to keep every seat occupied.
Up to this time more students have desired to teach in the high
school than we have been able to supply with classes. Of the seventy-five
high school classes assigned for this term, twenty-nine are taught by the
regular paid teachers, forty-six by student teachers. Students who -have
entered the University H igh school since June, 1915, pay a tuition fee of
$54 a year, others of earlier matriculation pay $36 per year. Ninetyseven high school students hold township scholarships under the Lindly
law and consequently pay no tuition fee. Twenty-one other students in
the ninth grade, who completed the elementary training in our own eighth
grade, are admitted for the year without a charge for admission.
ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL

The attendance in our elementary training school in half the grades
is up to the desired number-forty-two. In the other rooms there are few
vacant seats.

In the elementary training school about one-third of the classes are
taught by the paid training teachers.
SOLDIERS' ORPHANS' HOME

In the school at the Soldier/ Orphan~; Home are eleven rooms with
a total attendance of 457 children. All of the instruction except in the
manual arts is furnished by this institution. There are eight paid teachers. When the contract with the state 'b oard of administration was first
made it was expected that sixteen student teachers would be sent out
each day to assist in the work. It was expected that the school attendance
would not exceed 400. Partly because of the enrichment of their course
of study, in the addition of music, drawing, and physical education, and
the development of the kindergarten, -partly because of the increased attendance we are now obliged to furnish twenty-seven student teachers
daily. The mere item of car fare- $5 per term for each student teacher
-will cause a deficit of from $150 to $200 by the end of the year.
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THE MID-SPRING TERM

The enrollment of the summer term of 1917 was 20 per cent lower
than in the corresponding term of 1916. I believe the shrinkage from
last year's attendance in the summer of 1918 will not exceed one-sixth of
last year's enrollment.
Last year fifty-one additional instructors were employed for six
weeks each at an average salary of $219. Most of the instructors teach
for four periods a day, but the salary received with us is not usually more
than three-fourths of that received by them where elsewhere employed
during the regular school years.
(t is recommended that the number of additional instrnctors for next
year will be reduced to forty, but that the average salary paid be increased
to $250. The president should be authorized to employ additional instructors when the school opens if the attendance warrants it.
NORMAL SCHOOL EXTENSION

Hitherto the fees collected from teachers in the Normal extensio11
classes have been sufficient to pay the traveling expenses of the instructors. This year because of rising costs of trans-p ortation and hotel
service, we have raised the extension- fee to $3 with some falling off in
attendance. It is likely that even with the increased fee there will be a
deficit in this department of our work.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

The progress of our dormitory towards completion has been very
slow. The new department of public works and buildings has fallen to a
very complicated situation. Defaulting contractors, incomplete plans and
a scanty appropriation for office force have made its work in carrying on
the public work of the state necessarily slow. At this time we are expecting to occupy the building at the open1ng of the spring term, March 18.
But the slow progress in the engineering department makes this doubtful.
Miss Eleanor Sheldon has been selected as mistress of the hall. With
her aid the furniture and equipment for the students' rooms, parlors,
dining room, and kitchen have been purchased. Contracts are let for all
the necessary equipment except the refrigerating machinery and. the elevators.
The work has progressed upon the grading and upon the building of
walks and drives as fast as the building operations and the scarcity of
labor would permit.
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T H E FARM

At your August meeting the director of registration and education
arranged with other departments in Springfield for the separation of the
three auxiliary business enterprises carried on by this institution from
the general accounts of the institution. The president has been installed
as manager of these enterprises, the farm, the bookstore, and Fell hall.
The present year ·h as been successful for farming. The sales of the
farm produce for the past five months have aggr egated $6,654.88; the
cost of feeds, Ia·bor, new machinery, etc., $6,321.22; leaving a balance of
$333.66.
PUBLICITY

The state of Illinois is now confronted with a senous scarcity of
teacher s. Young men everywhere are resigning their positions to enlist
in the U nited States army, young women to fi ll the new positions created
everywher e in connection with the adm inistration of the enormous federal
revenue and to accept positions in the commercial world vacated by men.
H undreds of teachers are teaching upon emergency certifica tes and provisional certificates which necessarily must lapse at the end of the current school year.
The times demand a sharp advance in teachers' salaries in order to
retain teachers in service and there .should be a campaign of publicity
that will attract to the teaching profession more capable young women
and you ng men.
It is recommended that you authorize the sending out of our 111structors, when they can be spared, to visit high schools, to attend teachers· institutes, farmers' institutes, and other gatherings \fhere an audience
may be secured, to explain the school situation and the nature and importance of the work of the Normal school. The expenses of these t rips
should be paid from the funds of the in-stitution.
I should like .to be authorized also to make a few stereopticon slides
for which we already have suitable negatives, illustrating the various
features of the Normal school wor k. This will involve only slight expense. This in addition to the means of publicity hitherto employed.
The total appropriation made by the fiftieth general assembly for
salaries and wages for the State Normal U niversity is $141,220. The
bill itemized the salaries of the various teachers and employees. J ust
the same amount was appropriated by the fort y-ninth gener al assembly
two years before, but the auditor then permitted us to treat the entire ap-
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propnation as one fund from which salaries and wages should be paid.
Consequently it was possible fo r the board to raise the salary attached to
any position when necessary to hold a good teacher or to lower the salary
attached to a position if a young teacher was brought into the position.
The appropriation of two years ago was supplemented largely by payments from our tuition fond. Under the civil administrative code all
tuition fees and other receipts must be turned into the state treasury and
the legislature has appropriated a sufficient sum under the title reserve
and contingencies to reimburse the institution for the receipts thus deposited. At present the auditor issues his salary checks in strict accordance with the payroll as fixed by the legislature, and it is held that no
teacher or employee can be paid from two funds, hence it is impossible
now to supplement any salary by fu rther payment from the liberal appropriation for reserve and contingencies. The institution is therefore.
unable to increase the salary of any employee unless the salary is paid
wholly from reserve and contingencies fund.
It is recommended that the salary of Miss Bertram French, assistant
librarian, be increased from $65 to $75 per month, to be paid from reserve and contingencies, and that the salary of Miss Edna Kelley, assistant librarian be increased from $50 to $65 per month, so that Miss
Kelley may take Miss French's place in the regular pay roll. Miss French
will be transferred to the office of the secretary of state at Springfield,
there to receive a salary of $75 per month, unless we pay her that salary
in this institution.
JN CONCLUSION

I respectfully request action of your body upon:
1.

Teachers and salaries for the mid-spring and summer terms.

2.

Methods of Normal school publicity.

3.

Salaries of assistant librarian.s.

4. Traveling expenses of the president when attending educational
meetings.
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FELL HALL
The loyal alumnus or alumna returning to I. S. N. U. in the comcommencement festivities, will search in fain for the lilies and mosquitoes
of the campus •p ond, that interesting feature of the landscape having
been removed to make way for Fell Hall, a new dormitory for women.
The building harmonizes pleasantly with the older structures on the
campus, for it is of red brick with white trimmings. The colonial style
of architecture, to which it conforms, will be even more symmetrical
after another appropriation has been secured from the legislature to construct the final wing at the south of the present structure and to add a
white pillared portico over the main entrance.
The lower floor of the· building -has been planned with a view to
using it for general school functions as well as for the social life of the
residents. Opening conveniently from the entrance hall are reception
room, office, parlor, cloak room for both men and women, and most important of all, the spacious living room. At the north end of the living
room are large mahogany doors, which may be folded back, making this•
room practically a part of the dining room beyond. The spacious apartment thus formed will accommodate even such large functions as the
commencement banquets.
There are also on the first floor the apartment of the head of the hall,
guest rooms, two single rooms for students, and the kitchen. Most undergraduates and alumni will be more interested in that which comes out
of the kitchen than that which is in it, but certainly there are some
who would not be bored to see soup brewed in a 40 gallon kettle, dishes
washed by machinery, potatoes peeled a bushel at a time by other machinery, and so on throughout the whole equipment of large quantity
utensils and labor saving devices._ When, with the appropriations provided by the Smith Hughes bill, our work in home economics develops
further, it may be possible to make use, in these courses, of the excellent
equipment in the dormitory kitchen, bakery, and laundry.
The rooms for the students are simple, substantial, but in excellent
taste, and carefully planned for comfort and convenience. There are
23 ·single rooms and 30 double ones, thus affording space ia the building
for 83 residents. Many of the irritations of boarding house life will not
, he present, for each room has been provided with a lavatory, and full
lt>ngth mirror, and double rooms have a closet and study desk for each
girl. The single beds, which are of white enamel, can, be made up like
couches in the day time. Dressers, tables, chairs are of fumed oak in
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mission style, while couch covers, rugs and draperies harmonize in coloring and give a homelike atmosphere.
Every effort has been made to equip the building so that the life in
it will be conductive to social development; good study habits, sound health
and fine womanhood generally. On the second floor there is a com·
fortable study in which one girl may take refuge when her roommate
goes early to bed, or when other causes make it seem wise for them to
be. temporarily separated. On each floor is a kitchenette which the girls
will doubtless call the fudge kitchen, even though the sugar shortage
may force them to substitute corn syrup for sugar in their sweet concoctions. In the basement t.h ere is a students' laundry where the girls
may do their own, washing, ironing, and pressing.
Students, when they are considering the reservation of rooms, are less
interested in details of architecture, interior decoration, and even personal convenience than they are in prices and rules. The cost of living in
Fell Hall will not exceed the average cost in the boarding houses of the
town, and t he rules and regulations will doubtless be formulated by a self
government organization composed of senior girls and the head of the
hall.
The building will be under the direction of Miss Eleanor Sheldon,
assistant dean of women, and Miss Maude Kettering. Miss Sheldon
is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, has done graduate study at
Bryn Mawr College and the University of Wisconsin, and has come to
I. S. N . U . from the Oshkosh Normal School, where she was at the head
of a hall of residence. Miss Kettering has lived in Normal for some time,
and many of the alumni ~vill remember ·h er as a; house mother at the
Soldiers' Orphans' Home, or they will associate her with ·her brother,
Roy Kettering, one of our I. S. N'. U. students who is now in government
service.
It is to be hoped that our alumni will be sufficiently interested and
courageous to call at the building when they return to the U niversity to
visit. The Hall will be open at all reasonable hours, and the residents
will be glad to welcome former students. The half hour just after
dinner at night would be the most -pleasant time for such a call, for then
the girls will be gathered in the living room, some singing about the
grand piano, some chatting about the great fireplace, or the rugs may be
folded back in order that they may dance a little before the seven o'clock
bell calls them to quiet hours and an evening of study. The room is attractive when it is empty, for its blue and gold hangings, broad daven-
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ports, ·conifortable chairs, and mahogany tables make a rich and homelike
interior; but the real charm of the place can only be fully appreciated
when it is being used by the large family of girls.
---000---

EDITORIAL COMMENT
PLEASE LET US KNOW
The business manager of the Alumni Quarterly is having a difficult
time in keeping the mailing list of the publication correct. The reason is
perfectly clear. Alumni move frequently, especially the newer members
of the organization, and many of them have two addresses, one at their
place of work and another at their -home. In order that a correct record
may be kept o.f these addresses and the Quarterly sent to the subscribers
on time, it is necessary that a card stating the proper address of the
subscriber be sent to the editor or business manager each time a change
of address occurs. Frequent complaints come to the management because
readers do not receive the Quarterly and frequently investigation shows
there has been no effort on the reader's part to correct the records in the
office of the business manager.
It is the intention of the management of the quarterly to send each
number to the boys in the army. For this reason we desire each soldier
to keep us informed as to his change of address. There will be no charge
for the publication, but we must have the correct address, to insure delivery.
---000---

DIRECT THEM HERE
For the first time in many years the Illinois State J\'ormal University,
i11 common with other higher institutions of learning, has suffered a serious reduction in its enrollment of students. T he cause is the · war, demanding, as it does, the services of the you-ng men for the fighting r anks
and the services of the young women for positions made vacant by the
men, and for positions created by war activities. Not only are prospective
teachers turning their attention from the teaching profession, but those
of experience are deserting the ranl~s for the more lucrative governmen t
and commercial enterprises. In order to supply the demand for teachers,
two courses are open to the county superintendents of schools. T hey
may insist upon having teachers who are well qualified and enforce their
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conv1ct1on by refusing to grant emergency certificates; or they may let
down the standard and permit the annu al crop of high school graduates
to assume the duties· of teachers. That many county s uperintendents arc
taking the easier way is attested by school men in close touch with the
situation a·nd th e result upon the schools of the state may readily be seen.

It is the patriotic duty of each teacher to strive consistently and
persistently to counteract any influence that makes for deterioration in the
school system, and there is at present no better way to uphold the standard than to encourage prospective teachers to seek -preparation for the
work they would undertake. The alumni of the Illinois State Normal
U nive1·sity know the institution that is best fitted to give this training ;
they know the excellence of the teaching force; they know the facilities
that exist here, for giving assistance to teachers of country and village
schocls, the schools most likely to suffer at this time, and they know the
value of the ideals that are treasured here. May it be expected that each
member of the alumni "into whose hands this comes, will do his best to
d irect prospective teachers to the Illinois State No1:mal University-as
a mark of appreciation for the Alma :Mater , as a service to the prospec1ive teacher , and as a patriotic duty to the schools of the state.
- -- 0 0 0 - - -

ON TEACHERS' WAGES
The January number of the Illinois T eacher, the official organ of
the State Teachers' Association, contains an interesting comparison of
the wages of school teachers and coal miners in Staunton, Illinois. Accordii1g to the figures presented the miners of that city earn from $1_50
to $250 per month, while the teachers of the community earn front $45
to $85 per month. T he Illinois School Directory, issued from the office
of State Superintendent F . G. Blair, gives some very interesting information concern ing the wages paid to teachers in the graded schools of the
state, while ,1 copy of the laws enacted by the Fiftieth General Assembly
contains a li st of appropriations for the various Normal schools.
From these sources it appears that wages of teachers in the state are
not superior to wages paid for other labor that requires little or no preparation. The wages of the ordinary grade teacher are practically the
same as those paid the private in the army, the farm laborer or the section hand. The wages of the superintend ent of the medium sized city
school, one employing from fifteen
twen ty-five teachers, are about the
same as those paid to a man who has earned his lieutenancy in one o f the

to
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summer training camps, or a coal miner in the Illinois coal fields. The
wages of professors in the State Normal schools compare very favorably
with the wages earned by -the best miners of Staunton. The miner, the
farm hand, the section ·h and, and the soldi·e r, have the advantage in wage
earning since they have no period of expensive preparation for their
work.
The more one compares the wages paid to the teachers of the state
with those paid to men in other work requiring equal training and equal
intelligence, the more one is convinced that Illinois is unjust in the treatment of her teachers. When the great wealth and prosperity of the state
is considered one is almost constrained to complain with Tommy Atkins,
m Kipling's "Widow of Windsor,"
"She has ships on the foam-she has millions at home,
And she pays us poor beggars in red.
( 0, poor beggars i_n red !) "
One reason for low wages in the teaching profession is a lack of appreciation on the part of the people o-f the value of the teacher's work. To
find the cost of running a school system is a very simple matter. To find
the cost of building a mile of permanent road is likewise a simple
matter. Either ca'n be computed to a cent. It is known that the cost of
running the Illinois State Normal U niversity for the two current years
is $458,540. Each taxpayer may even figure out the exact amount he is
taxed for the support of that institution. But he cannot compute with
the same exadness the saving to a community on account of having permanent roads, neither can he compute the good to a community done by
a. system of efficient schools. It is known what the Illinois State Normal
University will cost the people of rhe state for the current year, but
neither the university authorities nor the people of the state can begin
to compute the values of life that are added to the! people of the
state because of the University. It is possible to compute
the cost of caring for the criminals and the dependents of the
state, but it is not possible to compute the money that would have been
saved had this class been properly educated and made into productive
citizens, neither is it possible to -c ompute the probable increased loss from
these sources, had the schools been less efficient.

In accounting for the high wages among the coal miners the Illinois
Teacher says, "Why are these men paid such good wages?" Well, one
reason is that they all belong to their organization, a-nd they stand by it!
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They do not have to beg for what they earn; they demand it and cannot
to be put off with the advice to "practice a more rigid economy." Organization! There is the ru'b ! There is no lesson that students of I. S. N. U.
have had .d riven i·n harder than that "Civilization is co-operation," but
when that test of civilization is applied to the teaching fraternity, the
teachers fail. It is true that tea,c hers do have their "Mutual Admiration
Societies," as Mr. John B. L ennon, the labor leader, said to an audience
of Normal school students, but look at the programs of teachers' meetings and see what is being discussed, and by whom it is being discussed.
The programs are made by the executive authorities of the ~chools of the
state and deal largely with administrative problems which confront those
executives. The programs are made by and for the men who are in the
best salaried positions and consequently, in the most comfortable circumstances of any in the profession. They do not represent the teachers of
the rank and file, neither can they represent them. A school superintendent, a University or Normal school president, is the executive officer
of the board of education, and as such he holds a similar position to the
manager of a business corporation. The manager of the Bloomington
and Normal Railway and Light Company is an admirable man, but he is
the executive officer of the McKinley corporation and not a representative of the men who are in the employ of the McKinley syndicate. He
may be i'nterestecl in the welfare of his men, but his principal business is
to manage the affairs of the company in the most efficient manner and
that means he shall keep the· wages of his men, as well as all other operating expenses as low as possible. As much confidence as I ha~e in him,
and he is my personal friend, I do n-0t consider him the proper authority
to consult in the matter of wages that shall be paid to the street car men.
The men recognize these facts and do not bargain as individuals with the
corporation representative, but bargain collectively and strike if they are
not permitted to do so. In this manner they secure an equalization of
the bargaining units and a fairer bargain is obtained for the men than can
be obtained otherwise.
As a rule teachers are opposed to the formation of a union or any
other organization which will make for collective ·b argaining with their
employers. Mention such a thing in a teachers' meeting and .make ready
to dodge the pedagogical bricks which follow. Tea~hers follow the old
plan that has been discarded by all other skilled labor, and bargain with
their employers as individuals. In this bargaining the teacher has the
worst of it. At the best she is not so skillful as the executive w.ith whom
she bargains. She has made a few such bargains while he has probably
ma.d e hundreds. She recognizes his power and advantage over her, and
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stands in awe. There can be no bargain between them on equal terms.
He knows her '"'· eaknesses and takes advantage of them. He drives a
hard bargain, and cou nts it a victory to himself as an ~xecutive. He
makes a hit with his board of education, with his taxpayers, and with
his fellow superintendents. The fact that he has d riven a good bargain
cloes not excuse any short comings in the victi'm of his bargaining ability,
and i f it is written in the bond he exacts his pound of flesh . If teachers
were organized, the matter of salaries would be taken largely out of the
ha nds of the bargain driving executive -and put into the hands of a committee representing the teachers' organization, which would offer to arbitrate the matter of teachers' wages with the executive officer, and
failing there would take it directly to the board of educatio'l, or better
sti ll, to the people of the community.
V-/hy are teachers' wages so low ? "The fault, clear Brutus, is net in
ou r stars, but in ourselves, that we are underlings."
-

- - 00 0 - - -

:-IRS. RA Y;,110:-JD FITZWJLLIA:-if
In this issue of the Quarterly is chronicled the death of Mrs. Sarah E .
Raymond Fitzwilliam, a member of t he class of 1866, of the Illinois
State l\onnal l:niversity. In her death th e Alumni Association loses
one of its most famous members. A list of the positions of responsibility she has held is mentioned in this number of the Quarterly, but no
publicafon will ever be able to state the enrichment which came into the
lives of thousands because of her work. Her life affords a splendid
example of the inability of the statistician to compute the good that is
done to society by such an institution as the school which claims her as a
member of its alumn i. .--\.n expert accountaint can consult the records of
the J. S. N. U . a nd compute within a few dollars the cost to the state for
the four years schooling which this institution gave to :Miss Raymond,
hut the accounta:1-t does not exist who can tell the worth to society of the
results of the inspiration which she received as a student here. · The
state, through the U niversity, invested a few talents in her education, and
she returned that investment a thousand fold.
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SECURING AND RETAINING MEMBERSHIP
l t appears from various communications sent to the business manager of the Quarterly that many of our friends do not know the condi1ions by which they became members of the Alumni Association, nor
what they are required to do in order to retain that membership when
secured. The constitution and by-laws provides the following:

Article VIII-Member ship Dues and Fees.
Section 1. To Become a Member-Any person eligible to membership under the provisions of A rticle III may become a member by signing
the pledge to pay into the treasury of the Association One Dollar ($1.00)
annually for the period of five consecutive years. One half of this fee,
fifty cents (50c), shall be considered as being the subscription price for
the Quarterly and the other half, fifty cents ( S0c), shall be considered
as membership fee.
Section 2. Retaining Membership- Such persons as comp'y w:t,, the
provisions of Section 1 of this article and~folfill their pledge may thereafter retain membership by paying into the treasury an annual fee of fifty
cents (S0c), which shall be con,s idered as the subscription price of the
quarterly.
F rom this it is seen that the signing of the pledge to pay one dollar
a year for five years was necessary in o rder that present members become
members and it is necessary to pay fifty cents per year after the time of
~igning the pledge to retain such membership.
--000---
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OUR HONOR ROLL
Anderson, C. L., headquarters Co. ,
349 infantry, Camp Dodge, Des
The Faculty Woman's Club of the
Moines, Ia.
Normal University at a great exB lackburn, Earl F., Sergt., Co. A,
pense of time and energy has com333 infant ry, Camp Taylor, Louispiled a list of the men who have
ville, Ky.
gone from this institution to the
United States forces. The list inB riggs, Ben, third Officers Traincludes those w ho have been students
ing Camp, Camp Pike, Ark .
here in pre-war times as well a~
Broadhead, Charles, 3 41 infantry,
those who left school to join the colCamp Grant, Rockford, Ill.
ors. The women know the list is not
Burtis, Ralph, Corp., 34, hfantry,
complete and they are asking their
Camp Pike, Ark.
friends to assist in the work of obCarroll, D. B., Capt., 309 Ammutaining a comp lete roster. When the
present add·r ess is accessible it is nition Train, Camp Taylor, Louisgiven below, b ut if the l ocation is· ville, Ky.
Clampett, Donald, Truck Co., 217,
unknown , the home address is g iven.
Any one knowing of a former student car e Co. 78, Camp Wheeler.
who is now with the colors and whose
Colehower, Louis, Lieut., Camp
name does not occur below, will do a
Zachary T aylor.
distinct service by communicating the
Coppenbarger, Kenneth J., Co. F,
fact t.o Miss Clara M. Pen stone, at 1 8 infantry, A. E. F., France-.
t he I. S. N. U.
Crigler, T. Burr, Capt., 0. R. C.,
80 Division, Camp Lee, Va.
Red Cross Nurses
Deal, Roy, Lieut., Co. M, 145 inClevel and, Elizabeth, U. S. hospital
fantr y, Camp Sheridan, Montgomery,
unit 12, E,eneral hospital 1 8, B_. E. F .,
Ala.
France.
Dickerson, Oliver M., Capt., Camp
Smith, Alice, No. 1 {Pres. U. S. A.)
Dodge, Des Moines, Ia.
Gen. hospital, B. E. F., France.
Diehl, Harry, Lieut., 337 infantry,
Camp Custer, Battle Creek, Mich.
Y. M. C. A.
Echols, Orpheus, 12 Co., 3 BatCoulter, John G. , ca-re American
talion Depot B r igade, Camp Taylor,
Y.M.C.A., 31 Ave., Montaigue, Paris.
Louisville, Ky.
Wallace, Wm. S., care American
Finnegan, Thomas L., Corp. Co. M,
Y.M.C.A., 3 1 Ave., Montaigue, Paris.
345 infantry, Camp Pike, Little Rock
Infantl"y
Ark .
Foster, James D., 8 6 Div. Nat.
Allan, Ernest Bruce, Corp. Co. H.
Army, Camp Grant, Rockford, Ill.
2d battalion, 349 infantry, Camp
Dodge, Des Moines, Ia.
Garrett, Ralph, 1 61 Depot Brigade
Barracks, . 1107 N., Camp Grant,
Allen, W. H e nry., Major, 1112 E -.
Rockford, Ill.
Jefferson St., Bloomingtou, Ill.
Geneva, Wm. B., Lt., Co. F, 349 inAmbrose, James, Co. F, 345 i11.
fantry, Fort Dodge, Des Moines, Ia.
fantry, Camp P ike, Little Rock, Ark.
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Gray, Vern C., Co. F, 129 infantry,
c~.mp Logan, Houston, Texas.
Griggs, Gresham, Capt. Co. A, 2d
Motor Mechanics' Reg.
Harrison, Phil, Lieut. A . E. F.,
France.
Hempen, Fred J., Co. A., 309 Hg.
Tr. and M. P., Camp Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky.
Hudson, Glenn, Co. L, 349 infantry, Camp Dodge, Des Moines, !a.
Kettering, Ray, Corp. Co. M, 345
infantry, Camp Pike, Little Rock,
Ark.
Lutz, Franklin, 11th Aero Squadron, Camp MacArthur, Texas.
McFarland, W. J., Lieut., 335 Inf.,
N. A., Camp Zachary Taylor.
McMahon, Edward G., Co. C, 349
infantry, Camp Dodge, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Mahaffey, Earl , Sergt., 31 Co., 166
infantry, Camp Lensi, Tacoma, Wash.
Meyer, Wm. W., H. G. G. T. S., Co.
~27, Camp Taylor, Ky.
Neidermeyer: Arthur, died at Ft.
Sam Houston, January 23, 1918.
Packard, C. D., Co. M, 346 infantry, Camp Pike, Little Rock, Ark.
Petty, Talmadge D., Lieut., A . E.
F ., !<'ranee.
Smith, Dudley C., Lieut., 160 Depot Brigade, Camp Custer, Battle
Creek, Mich.
Smith, Nolan, Co. E., 130 infantry,
Camp Logan, Houston, Tex.
Smith, Robert S., Co. H, 349 infantry, Camp Dodge, Des, Moines, Ia.
Smith, Stanley, Co. E, 130 infantry, Camp Logan Houston, Tex.
Stewart, George, Co. F, 62 infantry, Fremont, Calif.
Stubblefiel d, Ellis D., Corp., 349
Motor Truck Co., Camp Custer, Battle Creek Mich.
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Thompson, Lee E., Sergt.-Major,
Headquarters Co., 343 infantry,
Camp Grant, Rockford, Ill.
Walden, Carl Oliver, 19 Co., 160.
Depot Brigade, 5th Bn., Camp Custer,
Mich.
Watkins, Ferre, Lieut. Co. A, 341
infantry, Camp Grant, Rockford, I ll.
Wilson,. Donald H., Headquarters
Co., 5 Ill. Reg., Houston, Tex.
Woods, Orio, Co. F., 129 Infantry,
Camp Logan, Houston, Tex.
Aviation

Albee, Erwin, Sergt., 30 Aero Squadron, A.E.F., Yia New York, France.
Brokaw, John, Barracks No. 1, Urbana, Ill.
Brown, Clifford.
Burtis, Edwin, School of Military
Aeronautics., Austin, Texas.
Carrithers, H. Henry, Scho >I of
Military Aeronautics, Georgian Sch.
of Tech., Atlanta, Georgia.
Chamberlain, L. Wyn, Depot Co. I,
Ft. Leavenworth, Kas.
Cooper, W. C., Base Hospital, Ward
11, Camp Grant, Rockford.
Cooper, Wm. Tot, 619 Squadron,
Aviation Signal Corps, S. Anton.io,
Texas.
Davis, Louis E. Ft. Worth, Texas.
Fleming, Birney, 11 Aero Squadron, Aerial Depot, Garden City, L.I.
Foster, James R., 70 Aero Squadron, Kelly Field, S. San Antonio,
Texas.
Hanson, Archie, School of Military
Aeronautics, Barracks, A. 106, Aus,.
tin, Texas.
Hood, Vance, 40 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass.
Harrell, Wm. R., 73 Aero Squadron, Kelly Field, San Antonio, Tex.
Horney, Reid, 112 Aero Squadron,
!<'ranee.
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Hostettler, Tony, 92 Aerial Sq., on
way to France.
Ireland, Guy, 1 Tr. Brigade, Line
34, Kelly Field I, San Antonio, Tex.
Johnson, Grover, Jefferson BaTracks, Mo.
·Johnson, Howard A., Aviation Section, Signal Corps, A. E. F . , France.
Little, Allan, 14 Co., 4 Bn., 160
Brigade, Camp Custer, Mich.
Lutz, David, Aviation Barracks,
Champaign, Ill.
Lesseg, Geo., 1st. Provisional Co.,
Bar. 36, Aviation Sec. Ft. Wayne,
Detroit.
McDougle, Vern, Rantoul, Ill.
Millman, Lewis, Co. B, 3 Balloon
Sq., Fort Omaha, Neb.
Niel)art, Marion, 300 E. 6th St.,
Topeka, Kas.
Owens, Harry J., 24 Aero Sq., Kelly
Field, S.. San A ntonio, Texas.
Randall, Leslie, Aviation Corps,
Field, South San Antonio, Texas.
Reeder, Sam, 196 Aero Sq., Gerstner Field, Lake Charles, La.
Riseling, Bert L., 54 Aero Sq. A. E.
F., France, via N. Y.
Riseling, Cecil W., 3 Battalion,
Kelly Field I, San Antonio, Tex.
Reitz, H. Geo., Reg. 7, Company
F., Camp Perry, Great Lakes, Ill.
Rowley, Wm., Co. 111, Kelly Field,
San Antonio, Texas.
Rust, Louis, 210 Service Sq., Chan ute Field, Rantoul, Ill.
Sanford, Robert, 183 Aero Sq.,
Taliaferro Camp, Field No. 3, Benbrook, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Scott, Herschel N, 3 28 Aero Sq.,
Seaside Co., North Toronto, Canada.
Shields, H. T., U; S. Ariny Balloon
School, Fort Omaha, Omaha, Neb.,
care H ygiene Plant.
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Stephenson, Ray, Barracks No . 1,
Champaign, Ill.
Tice, Wm. G., Corporal, 155 Aero
Sq., Garden City, L. I., N . Y., Field 2.
Na.vy

Tatman, Horton, U. S. Navy Avia .
tion Corps, Foreign Service, 4 P lace
d'Iena, Paris, France.
Cavins, Warren, Normal, Ill.
Cox, Carroll D., U. S. S. Yantic,
Waukegan, Ill.
Grubb, Donald, U. S. S. Kansas,
Radio Div., I. V., New York.
Ma.t ine Corps

Garman, Arthur L., 2 M. C. Detachment, care Registry Sta., A. E.
F., Advance Sta.. 1, France.
Collins, George, U. S. M. C. , Huntington Detachment, New York City.
Epstein, Julius, Co. I, Bar. 324,
Camp Dewey, Great Lakes, Ill.
Kerr, Grover W., U. S. Marines,
Paris Is.', S. Carolina.
Hedrick, Leonard C., Co. 24, Regiment, Camp Farragut, Great Lakes,
Ill.
Holmes, Parker, Co. 12, Bar. 839,
Camp Decatur, Great Lakes, Ill.
Lewis, Loren, 2 M. C. Fort Joseph
Johnston, Jacksonville, Fla.
McTaggart, Glenn, Coast Guard, 10
Marines, Port Royal, S. Car.
M,illstead, Harley P., U. S. Naval
Base Sta., Co. 57, Norfolk, Va.
Mortimer, Raymond H., 2 M. C.
No. 2, A. E. F., France.
Perry, E lbert L., Corp., 84 Co., 6
Reg., U. S. Marines, A. E. F.
Reilly, Wm., Co. B, 333 Infantry,
Camp Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky.
Shibe, Ray, Sergt., Camp Jackson,
Columbia, S. C.
Shotwell, Raymond J., U. s·. N.
Base Sta., Co. 57, Norfolk; Va.
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Smith, Carl W., Corp., Co., 46 U.
S. M., Paris Island, S. C.
Todd, Clyde L, Co. 65, Marine Bar.
Paris Island, S: C.

Lawrence, Matthew, Corp., Battery
C, 6 Field Artillery A. E. F., France.
Nelson, Gilbert, Battery C, 18th
Field Artillery, Fort Bliss, Texas.

Naval Rese1·ves

Field Signal Battalion

Brown, Edward, Naval Reserve,
Normal, Ill., not called.
Courtright, Russell, Naval Reserve
Corps, 207 N. St. James St., Waukegan, Ill.
Farrell, Arthur E., Naval Reserve,
Great Lakes. Tr. Sta., Great Lakes,
Illinois.
Felmley, John, Naval Reserve,
Great Lakes Tr. Sta., Great Lakes,
Illinois.

Jones, Kenneth, Serg. Major Co. C,
3 0 9 F ield Signal Battalion, Camp
Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky.

Grubb, Robert, Co. H, Bar. 1037,
Camp Ross, Great Lakes, Ill.
Ka.sheer, John H., Naval Reserve,
Normal, Ill., not called.
Raycraft, Ed., B loomington Ill.
Rebbe, Alfred, Co. 5 6, Barracks
951, Camp F:-.rragut, Gt. Lakes, Ill.
Machine Gun Corps

Cox, Fred H., Sergt. Co. D, 331 M.
Battalion, Barracks 815 North,
Camp Grant, Rockford, Ill.
Gi.llis, Hallie, Sergt. Co. D, 325 M.
G. Battalion, Camp Zachary Taylor,
Louisville, Ky.
Rogers, James T., Co. C, 133 M. G.
Bn., Camp Bowie, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Smith, J , Aaron.
Smith, Geo. E., Co. B, 122 M. G.
Battalion, Camp Logan, Houston,
Texas.
G.

Throgmorton, J. J., Co. D, 325 M.
G. Battalion, Camp Taylor, Ky.
Fielcl Artillery

Huffman, Robert B., Co. 9, Field
Artillery, Fort Logan, Colorado.
Loehr, Wm. M., Lt., Co. H, 333d
infantry, Camp Taylor, Ky.

Coast Artillery

Armstrong, Russell, Brigade Hq.,
Detachment, First Brigade, C. A. C.,
A. E. F., France.
Hoover, Willa.rd, 7 Co., Coast Atillery.
I
Reddick, Glenn, Battery K., 7 Reg.,
C . A. Brigade, A. E. F., France.
Ritter, Richard F., Lieut., Battery
F., 7th Reg. C. A. Brigade, A. E. F.
:Prance.
Townsend, Clarence, 327 Battery A
F ield Artillery, Camp Taylor, Ky.
Eugiuee1·s
Hoover, Ralph, Co. E , 2 Reg. Engineers, A. E. F., France.
Peake, Paul, Sergt., Co. A., 23 Engineers, Camp ·Meade, Md.
Myers, Harry L., 25 Engineers Reg.
Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass.
Whitcomb, Donald, Headquarters
Detachment, 2 Reg. Engineers, A. E.
F., France.
Quru·termaster Corps
Canan, Edward J., Cl erical. Co., 3
Camp Jos. E. Johnston, Jacksonville,
Florida.

Dougherty, John, Rec. Co. 46, Blk.
B., Bldg. 27, Camp Jos. E-. Johnston,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Feek, John L., Rec. Co. No. 1,
Camp Joseph E. Johnston, Jacksonville, Fla.
Jackson, Ervin, Sergt., Bakery
Camp 323, Camp Logan, Houston,
Texts.
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Joosten, Ehme, Care Commissary
Officer, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
Hill, W. Harry, Q. M. C., Camp
Joseph E. Johnston, Jacksonville,
Florida.
Hawver, L. E., Clerical Co., No. 3,
Camp Joseph E. Johnston, Jacksonville, Fla.
Mueller, Emil, Motor Truck Co.,
423, Block G, 27, Camp Joseph E.
Johnston, Jacksonville, Fla.
Schneider, Henry, Sergt., Baking
Co. 43, Camp Dodge, Des Moines, la.
Stewart, Harry E., Br emerton,
Wash., Box 546.
Tobias, Howard, Q.M.C., Raritan,
River, Ordnance Dept., Metuchen,
N. J.
Young, Lawrence, Lieut., Camp
Joseph E. Johnston, Jacksonville,
F la.
~feclical Oo1·ps
Beckman, Fred F., Base Hospital,
Ft. Riley, Kans.
Bush, Louis, Normal.
Conrad, Charles W., 309 Sanitary
Tr., Field Hospital 336, Camp Taylor, Ky.
Eaton, Samuel W., Casual Detachment 2, M. C., Fort Sam Houston,
Texas.
Evans, Macey, U. S. A. Base Hospital No. 1 2, General Hospital, No.
18, B. E. F., France.
Gardner, Wilfred H., Capt., Commander Field Hospital 365, 92 Div.
Camp Funston, Kan., Barracks 1832.
Glosso·p, J. E., Field Hospita l, Dpt.
3, Sanitary Tr. 309, Camp Taylor,
Louisville, Ky.
Guenther, Otto, Medical Dept., 4t h
Inf., Camp Stewart, Newport News,
Va.

Holton, Blake, Bloomington, Ill.
Liggett, Chester, Norm:.!, Ill.
McMurry, Willis, Bloomington.

Martin, Paul, Med. Dept. 2, Battalion, 2·6 Infantry, A. E. F., via Hoboken, N. Y.
Montgomery, Albert A., M. 0. T. C.
Co. 18, Ft. Riley, Kansas.
Newton, A. M., Pocatello, Idaho.
Watkins, Harold, Reserve, Jetfer,
son Med. College, Phila., Pa.
Schofield, Roy, Post Hospital, Ft.
Riley, Kan.
Stewart, Hanly J., Orderly, 18 Fld.
Hospital, Fort Riley, Kansas, M. O.
T. C.
Yocum, Chester, Post Hospital, Ft.
Riley, Kansas.
Recruiting Officer
Little, John, Corp., Recruiting Station, 102 N. Center St., Bloomington,
Illinois.
Ambulance

Arsenau, Stanislaus, U. S. A., A. S.
Section 555, Camp Allentown, Allentown, Pa.
Buzzard, Guy, Robert, U. S. A., A.
S. Section 555, Camp Allentown, Allentown, Pa.
Easter-brook, Oliver, Ambulance
Sec. 611, Allentown, Pa.
Morrissey, John R., 3rd Co. R. 0.
T. C., 19 Div., Bldg. 419 A., Camp
Meade, Md.
Smith, Carl W., U. S. A., A. S. Sect ion 555, Camp Allentown, Allentown, Pa.
Twomey, Lawrence, Tennis Association of America, Sec. 603, Al!e~town, Pa.
Gilberson, Robert J., Carlinville,
Ill.
.Hays, John L., 3 05 Aero Sq., Line
4 7, Kelly Field, San Antonio, Texas.
Hill, Wm. Harry, Camp Jos. E.
Johnston, Jacksonville, Fla.
Hammerland, Chester, Co. H, 346
Inf., Camp Pike, Ark.
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Hoierman, Paul, Bloomington, Ill.
Main, Everett W.
Zellhoefer, Glenn, M. 0. T. C., Ambulance Co. 18, Fort Riley, Kas.
Wilson, Ralph.
Lightbody, Honard.
Iles, Henry Jacob.
Jacobs, Clifford, Lt.
Jemison, Leslie.
McColley, Wm.
McMurray, Willis, on way to
France, out of hospital.
Thompson, Charles.
White, Leslie.
Perry, Abr am, Lt.
Prince, Edward P., Major, Webster City, Ia.
Reeder, Rudolph, in Paris, organizing work of caring for French orphans.
Arnett, James H., Capt., M.R.C.,
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
Bonn, Walter.
DeMange, Paul, Lt., Camp Pike,
Little Rock, Ark.
Dickerson, 0. M., Capt., Camp
Dodge, Des Moine.s, Ia.
Flynn, Lee, Lt., Little Rock, Ark.
Hinckle, Harold.
Horton, Cecil
Miller, Perl H.
White, Orville.
Munsell, Eleazer
Robinson, Rich ,rd.
Roe, Edward P., Ordnance Dept.

JONES PASSES AVIATION TEST

Kenneth C. Jones, better known to
Normal students as "Casey," was one
of the first men from the I. S. N. U.
to enlist following the declaration of
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war with Germ.any. For a time he
was stationed at one of the eastern
forts as a member of the coast artillery, but later was sent to Camp Taylor at Louisville, Ky. At last reports
he had taken the test for service in
the aviation corps and received mention in the Springfield, Illinois, papers .as having been the first man to
pass the examination at Camp Taylor. When in Normal Mr. Jones was
counted one of the best athletes in
the I. S. N. U. He received his experience as a foot ball man in the
Normal high school and later on
Coach Russell's University team. The
SpI•ingfield Register under a recent
date said:
It fell to the lot of an Illinois boy
to be the first of the 25,000 men here
to undergo the grilling aviation examination. He is Sergeant Kenneth
Hugh Jones, of Normal, Ill. There
were four others, three sol diers and
a civilian, who passed through the
bap tismal fires w ith Sergeant Jones.
Whirled around in revolving chairs,
turned .topsy.turvy in swing seats,
startled by the crack of explosives,
fired behind their backs, and introduced to nausea of sea sickness, dizziness and the sensation of falling thru
space all combined-these were but
the kindergarten experiences of the
five young men selected for the first
test.
One hundred and ninety-five more
men are to be examined as there are
200 candidates for the aviation
branch of the service from this div1s1on. The examining board consists of Major Clarence A. Daugherty,
divis ion signal officer, and Lieutenant Clarence Ketterer. The boards'
t esting apparatus is located at the
base hosp.ital and here a number of
physicians, headed by Major W ilder,
form the board's examining unit.
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GAVE MUSIOAL PROGRAM
The boys and girls of the four UPper grades of the Thomas Metcalf
school entertained the students of
the University during the general exercise period on December 20. The
songs were some of the best known
Christmas hymns. Prof. F. W. Westhoff had charge. The program follows:
"Chr:stmas Bells"-Fifth and sixth
grades.

"Deck the Halls"-Seventh and
eighth grades.
'·Christmas Eve" - Fifth, sixth
seventh and eighth grades.
"Tomorrow," by Dr. PattonGrades fifth to eighth.

CAPT. BURU CRIGLER
His friends of the alumni will be
delighted to hear of the success made
by Mr. T . Burr Crigler, of Normal, in
the second officers' training camp at
Ft. Benjamin Harrison. A telegram
to his father and mother, Dr. and
Mrs. J. W. Crigler, on Decel]1ber 24,
stated that he was commissioned a
captain in the officers' reserve corps.
Mr. Crlgler is .. home product, having
been born and r eared in this city. He
tended the Nor mal high school and
later was a student in the university.
During the period from 1907 to 1911,
he served as a member of the United
States marine corps and saw service
in Central America. He taught manual training at Polo, Ill., and later at
Urbana and at Cleveland, Ohio. He
was teaching in the latter place when
he gave up his work in order to enter
the camp at Ft. Benjamin Harrison.

NOR;\IAL RAISES MUCH
Normal did a fair share in p roviding funds through the purchase of
Christmas seals for the Red Cross

Society. Miss Lucia Smith , who had
char ge of the work, re-p orted on Friday evening, December 15, that $382
had been raised in this com munity.
This amount came through the sale of
stamps upon the streets, in the postvffice, at the Red Cross headquarters,
and in the schools of the city. The
down town district r aised $151.22
and the school districts outside of
Normal 1aised $13.15. The Thomas
Metcalf elementary school raised
$51 .50 as follows: First grade, $4 .10;
second grade, $7 .3 0; third grade,
$3.35; fourth grade, $6.20; fifth
grade, $10.40; sixth grade, $9.50;
seventh grade, ~6: 30; e ight h grade,
$3.95 . The west side school raised
$5.30, the eighth grade of t he Nor mal public school raised $4. Normal
high school raise:! $17. 61, the Univers-ity High school $26.60, and the
university, $113.65.

FORMEH STUDENT JS OAPTAIN
Word has come t o Normal of the,
promotion to the position of captain
in the reserve medical corps, of Dr.
James H. Arnett, who graduated
from the university with the class of
1900. Later Mr. Arnett studied medicine in the medical school at Philadelphia and for several years was a
practicing physician in that city. He
is now stationed at Fort Oglethorpe,
Ga.

PACUJII'Y

cum

;\IEl!:'l'IXG

Dr. W. S. Gray. dean of the school
of education of the University of Chicago, spoke at the meeting of the
Faculty Club of Normal university on
December 13. The dean is a gradu~
ate of the I. S. N. U., with the class
of 1910 an<l later attended the University of Chicago and Columbia university of NPW York. He is a recog-
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nized authority on reading and his
address that night of an hour and a
half was on the subject, "Reading in
the Public Schools." Many questions
were put to him following his address by th e faculty, who enjoyed to
the utmost h:s thoughts on the subj .. ct of reading.

GREGORY-COLEHOW ER

Lieut. Louis J. Co le hower and Miss
Marie Gregory, both of Normal, were
married at noon on Decembe r 8th, at
the home_of the bride, 60 1 N. Main
street, Normal. Rev. Edgar DeWitt
Jones, pastor of the Fi-rst Christian
church of Bloomington officiated in
the presence of only the immed:ate
relatives.
The decorations in the house were
in keeping with the season and a
wedding breakfast was served following the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Byron Gregory of Normal
a nd is very popular in the younger
set. She is a graduate of the Bloomington high schoo!, also of Pine
Manor, Wellesley, Mass.
Lieut. Colehower is t he son of lVlrs.
L. Ff. Colehower of Normal and is
well known in t he Twin Cities. H e received his commission at Fort Sheridan ' n the second training camp. The
young couple took a short trip before t he groom r epor ted for duty a t
Camp Tayl or.

GRADUATE LOSES HUSBAND

Mr. Edward Geck died recently at
h is home in Redlands, California,
where he had gone for his health.
Death was due to endocarditis. Mrs.
Geck was formHly Miss Edi th Edwards of the clar,s of 19 03.
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l<'OR'.\fER FACULTY l\1El\1BER IN
!<'RANCE

Friends of the alumni will be interested in learning of the work of
Dr. Rudolph Reeder, who was formerly a member of the faculty of the
University a nd who has a large number of fr:ends among the alumni.
When the question of organizing the
work of caring for the orphans of
France was under consideration, the
authorities at Paris wrote to Dr.
Reed :.r , asking his services, believing
him to be the best man in the world
for t hat work. Dr. R eeder has been
head of th e orphanage at Hastingson-the-Hudson, in New York, and his
board was not willing to have him
sever re lations with that institution,
bn t h a was loaned to the P a r is a uthorities for one year. Accordingly
he sailed for France on November
16 of last year a nd is now at Paris,
busy with organizing t he work for
the entire country. His son, Edwin
H ewitt Reeder, who has been in
charge of an orphanage at Saco, Me.,
has be en transferred to Hastings,
where he will direct t he work that
his father has so well managed for
many years. Dr. Reeder was graduated from the Normal University in
1883, was principal of the g rammar
~chool at the unive rsity fr-o m 1883 to
1890, and teacher of reading in the
university from 18 91 to 1893.

ENTERTAINED PRIENDS

Miss Lora M. Dexheimer, and Miss
Agnes G. Stor ie, teachers o f the sixth
and seventh grades respectively of the
T homas Metcalf school, entertained a
num ber of the-ir women friends from
t he training school and university at
t he home of Miss Dexheimer, 204 N.
Main s treet, on Saturday evening,
Jan uary 20. The event was in the
hi··,1 of an ann ouncemen t party and
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a reception, the announcement being
for the latest Univer sity bride. Mrs.
J. S. Keleher and the reception for
the newest member of the teaching
force of the t r aining school, Miss
Mary Bell. Refreshments of punch,
nuts and cakes were served. Masters
Darwin W ilson and Kenneth Pringle
a cted as pages.

ENLISTED i\1EN TO GET DIPLOMAS

At a meeting of the Nor mal school
board of the state of Illinois held on
December 13, it was decided by a
unanimous vote to issue diplomas to
the men, from the different Normal
schools, who enrolled in those schools
since last September, and later enlisted, provided they would have
graduated next June had they remained in school. This action on
the part of the board of education is
in harmony wi.th the pr actice of other
schools concerning the men who have
enlisted.
It practically recognizes
that credit in military science is
equ:valent to the courses the men
wou!d have taken had t hey r emained
in school.
Several questions of importance to
various schools were discussed by the
Normal board, but little action of
importance was taken. Some of these
questions are: Uniformity in the
bookkeeping system of the several
schools; uniform ter minology in faculty lists, including, if possible uniform salaries for the same academic
ranking in all schools; harmoniizing of the summer term a rrangement
with the plans for the regular year,
this including the possibility or imposstbi!ity of arr anging salary payments on a twelve month plan; a
report on the working of the dormitory plan up to date; a report on
any serious d ifficul ties which have
arisen under the civil administrative

code which in all fairness might be
charged against that code.

COLEHOWER-NORRIS

Miss Helen Colehower and H.
Mearl Norris, both of Normal, were
married December 13, at 2 o'clock
at the home of the bride's mother,
Mrs. L. H. Colehower, of Normal , in
the presence of about thirty r el ative,,
of the couple. Rev. Mr. Penhallegon,
pastor of the Presbyterian church,
who officiated at the marriage of the
bride's mother twenty-eight years
ago, said the service ye1;terday. The
home was pr ettily decorated with
pal ms, fern s and Ophelia roses. Miss
Elsie Brusch played the Lohengrin
wedding music as the· bride and
groom took their places, unattended.
A three-course luncheon was served
following the ceremony and Mr. Norris and h is bride departed dur ing the
afternoon for a wedding trip to Chicago, and upon their return were at
home to their friends on the groom's
farm no,theast of Normal. The
bride has lived in Normal for a number of years and is a charming and
attractive young lady. She attended
the I. S. N. U. and for the past yea1
has been in a department of the C.
W. Klemm Company. Mr. Norris is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. E .. 0. Norris
and is a prosperous young farm.e r.
The g uests from away in attendance
were Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Wheeler,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Deutke, of Long
Point, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Taggar t, Mr. and Mrs. H . C. Colehower,
Wenona.

WILLIAM TIOE IN,J URED
Friends in Norma l received word
from W illiam Tice on December 15,
stating that he suffered an accident
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that might have cost him the sight
of his left eye. Prlvate Tice is a
member of the 222d aero squadron
of the aviation school at Belleville,
Ill., and while working upon an airplane with a comrade, a screw driver
flew from the comrade's hand and
struck Private Tice in the eye, with
the result mentioned. For a. while
he was in the hospital receiving treatment for the injured organ, but at
the latest report had recovered.

WILL SEND SOLDIERS InTS
At a meeting of the Faculty Women's Club of the university, held
Thursday afternoon, December 13,
it was decided to send a comfort kit
to each of the men enlisted from this
institution and to each of the men
who enlists in the near future. It
was dec:ded also to write· each of the
lads a Christmas cheer letter. Miss
Grace Ar'.ington Owen and Miss Clara
Maude P enstone had charge of the
work and worked ove-rtime in order
to get the lists corrected.

HANSON CALLED TO COLORS
Mr. Archie Hanson received a call
on Thursday , December 13, to report
to Austin, Texas, by the twenty-second o f that month, to begin his work
of training in the aviation corps.
Mi;. Hanson e nlisted a few weeks before and was busy since that time
pursuing a course of theory concerning the makeup of an airplane.

LIBRARY HAS SERVICE FLAG
A service flag has be(;n hung in
the library in honor of six former
student assistants who have given
their services to the colors. Their
names are Robert Grubb, Clyde L.
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Todd, Lewis Millman, William G.
T.ce, J. L. Feek, and Parker \'I.
Holmes.

PUPILS HEAR FROM SOLDIER
Miss Lora M. Dexheimer, critic
t eacher of the sixth grade of the
training school, on January 17th, received a Jetter from Private W. C.
Cooper, formerly a student in the
university, but at present in the hospital at Camp Grant, in which he
thanks the pupils for the interest
they took in him in writing him letters during his recent illness. Private Cooper says, "I really haven't
words to express my gratitude a nd
deep appreciation for the letters and
scrap book which you and your sixth
grade pupils have sent me. The letters are excel'ent and every (Jne wa:s
r ead with intense interest. I think
the sixth grade very active and each
pupil is surely doing his or her bit
to help the soldiers. I am sure that
all your work is highly appreciated
and your scrap book is, enjoyed by
every soldier wh" receives one. Nine
rahs for the sixth grade." The writer of the Jetter enlisted in December,
hut after being at Jefferson Barracks
for a few days, was transferred -to the
a rmory a t St. Louis. The sleeping
conditions were bad and he contracted bronchitis. He was sent to
the base hosp-ital at Camp Grant for
treatment.

I. S. N . U. DOES HER PART
In November the L S. N. U. demonstrated its pat;:iotism by taking a
very active part in _the Students'
Friendship War Fund campaign. This
was a movement to raise one million
dollars from tho students and fac-·
ulty members o( the colleges of the·
United States to be dedicated to war
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service work: seventy per cent to the
war work of the Y. . M. C. A. in the
cantonments and p,·;son camps, twenty per cent to the Y. W. C. A. War
Council Fund, and ten per cent to the
emergency war needs of the World
Student Christ:an Federatlon.
The cause was presented in General Exercises by Dr. R. E. H ieronymus
of the Extension Department of the
University of Illinois, Miss Atkin,
Mr. Schroeder, and others. Miss Patterson made an appeal through a
beautiful original poem; the poster
committee under the direction of Miss
Fuqua and Miss Sheldon did very
clever wor.k; Mr. Linkins aroused
great interest through his ingenious
device of George and the ladder,
which announced t he progress of the
campaign; Mr. Lathrop served most
faithfully as treasurer; and the soliciting comm'.ttee by its thorough
work brough t fina! success. The
amounts pledged were as follows:
Faculty ............................ .... $ 672.25
Students ............................... 714. 60
High School......................... . 166.00
School organizations, etc.....
11.50
Total .... .............................$1564.35
The school manifested a wonderfu l spirit of co-operation from firs t to
last. It felt the challenge of a great
need and responde d heroically.
In the country at large the original
goal of one million dollars was largely oversubscribed, and thus the Students' Fr'.endship War Fund stands
as the largest contribution ever made
by students and faculty members of
the United States for any cause.

WOR-1{ OF FACULTY CLUB
At the first meeting of the Faculty
Woman's Club, October 30, of this
year, it was decided that in view or
the unusual conditions caused by our
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entrance in to the war, we would
change the activities of t he club to
conform more to the spirit of the
times. A committee was appointed
to find work for us to do. At the
recomm endation of t his committe it
was decided to send to the boys from
I. S. N. U. who had gone to the different cantonments a Christmas letter. Miss Grace Owen was chairman
of this committee and she prepared,
with the help of other members of the
committee ' letter which contained,
along with our Christm as wishes and
our desire to be of service to t he boys,
a v.ery complete roll of honor with
addresses. This feature of the letter
has been the means of bringing together I. S. N. U. men in the same
camp, who never knew each other before and many of the boys have been
able to visit friend s in near by camps.
Answers to these letters have come
from Texas, Frolida, Kentucky, South
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and other
states, and they were all especially pleased to get the address of fellow students in the camps. The list
has also been the m eans of adding not
a few names to the permanent list ,
as friends who saw the letter
have sent in other names that should
have been on the l ist. One hundred
and eighty-five of these letter s have
been sent out.
0 .

Eight comfort kits have been given
by the cl ub to boys enlisting from the
school. Some of these were given the
boys before they left town, others
went in answer to requests by boys In
need of them after receiving our
Christmas llcltter.

M.iss Anna Kemp of the class 01
1911 Is teaching in Grand Forks, N.

D ., where she is teaching Home Economics.
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SPOI{E AT SCIENCE CLUB
Members of the Science Glub of t he
univers ty were permi tted t o en joy
a genuine treat in the lectur e r oom
of the library on Tuesday evening,
December 11, when Miss Lena M.
Crum o t the domestic science -=epartment of the university, told of an expi;rimenl in feeding under-nourished
children which she had made while
doing research work ;n her graduate
year at the University o r Chicago.
This experiment was performed with
a class of seven sub-normal children
who were beh ind their grades in the
public schools, as determlni;d by t he
s·mon Binet tests, from one-half to
three years. The special class was
held under t he direction o f Miss
Crum, who did a ll the planning for
the test in an apartmen t on Her mitage avenue, near t he Cook county
hospital. The f unds for the experiment were fur nis hed from the Elizabeth McCormick fund. Miss Crum
studied the children first by personal
contact, second by studying the hist ory sheet furni.shed by the examining ph ysician, thi rd by reports of the
visit ing nurse, who investigated the
co ndit:ons in the homes of the children.

The ' results of the experiment
showed that the seven ch'.ldren in
the group inci'eased in weieht from
two to three poun ds in six week s,
but the increase jn weight was no t
the on ly change noticed.. The p.upils
s howed greater physical activity,
greater spontaneity, more attention,
more a lertness a nd more ree.ponsiven ess. T heir reaction to food when
presented was m r e wholesome.
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Decem ber 21, was won by the Phiiadelphian Society with the close scor e
of four to three. I n securi ng these
points· the Ph"iladelph ians received
two for the debate and one each for
the oration a nd the reading. The
Wrightonians won the v ocal solo, the
instru m en tal solo, and th e extempore
s peaking.
The program for the evening follows:
Song-The Fall of the Leaf, McFarr en Girls' Glee Club.
Debate: "Resolved, that we should
pay the cost o f the present war
much more largely through contemporaneous taxation than has
hitherto been provide d for."
Affirmative, A. J . Rissinger a nd
Ezra Reed.
Negat:ve-Estella Yewell and Perna Stine.
Mary Seright
Vocal Solos
(a) My Lover He Comes on the
Skee.-Clough-Leigh tner.
( b ) An Irish Love Song.-Lan 6 .
Vocal Solos
R u th Huffington
(a) A Banjo Song.-Hidney Homer
( b) He Was a Prince.--Frank
Lynes.
Oration. "The Call to Arms" Miriam
Manchester.
0ration, "Wh y We are at War," W illard Canopy.
Piano Solos
Anneta Dennis
( a) "A Spring Song.''-Hensel.
( b ) Chromatic Waltz.- Godard.
An na Larkin
P iano Solos
K animenoi Ostrow.-Rubinstein.
Extempore Spe:iking, Nellie VanHook

PHILADELPHIA WINS CONTEST
The fifty-seventh annual i nter-society contest held in t he Uni.venity
auditorium on the evening of Friday,

Extempore Speaking, Elias Rolley.
Reading
The Flag Factory, Spalding Gerry.

Lora Dare
Margarite
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Reading
Hazel Shaner
The Swan Song.- Katherine R.
Brooks.
Song, "My Lady Chlo' " -H. Clough
Leighter
Girls' Glee Club
Note: The Wr:gh tonians led in all
numbers exce:- ~ the debate.
The judges in the contest were Rev.
Edgar DeW'tt Jones, Clifford Guild,
and Rev. Byrns, (all of Bloomington)
who judged the literary numbers, and
Miss Mabelle Glenn, Miss Lulu Sharp
and Miss Susie Harl, who judged the
musical numbers.
In the extemporaneous speaking
Miss Nellie VanHook drew the subject
of "Food Conservation" and Mr. Elias
Rolley drew the topic "The S.lacker.'

CHORAL CLUB IN CONCERT

The Choral Club of the University
gave a very pl easing concert at the
auditorium on Friday evening, November 24, to a fair sized audience.
The club consisted of sixty members
who had worked diligently for the
event. Prof. F. W. Westhoff was in
charge of the work
The program
was as follows:
Stars and Stripes Forever ........ Sous...
Lullaby ···············-················ Brahms
Oh, Italia, Beloved ................ Donizetti
Traumerei ...................... Schumann
Soldiers' Chorus from Faust, Gounod
Reading-The F l eet Goes By
Mary Synou
Helen Kraft
(a) Gypsy Life .................. Schumann
(b) Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind,
Newhall
The Girls' Glee Club
Love's Old Sweet Song............Molloy
The Nightingale and Rose.... Lehnert

Damascus' Triumphant March, from
Naaman ................. ............. Costa
The Star Spangled Banner.
MR. CADE '1'0 RETURN
Mr. . George Cade is scheduled to
return to Normal as a teacher of
botany and physics during the ruidspring term. By that time he will
have completed his work in the University of Chicago for his master degree, following a year and a half of
intensive study in that institution.
He was formerly principal of the
Thomas Metcalf school in this city
and is remembered with a great deal
of pleasure by the members of the
younger generation who were associated with him in his work.

MOTHER DIES SUDDENLY
Prof. John L . P r icer of the university, was called to Rossville Saturday, January 19, by a telegram announcing the sudden death of h is
mother, which occurred at that place
Friday evening. Mrs. Pricer had been
in rather poor health for three or
four years, her affliction being rheu.matism. However, her death came
without warning.
She had many
friends in this city, where she kept
house for her son for two years.

REPORTED I<'OR DUTY
Parker Holmes, the son of Prof.
an'd Mrs. M. J. Holmes, of Broadway,
r eceived orders to report for service
in the naval reserve corp'>, on Monday morning, January 21, and left
Normal on the first train for Chicago. He had expected to receive his
training at the municipal pier in Chicago, but his orders were to report
to the Great L akes station, and he
did so.
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BERT HUDGENS ENLISTS

The Lincoln notes of the Bloomington Pantagraph under date of
February 4th, carried the news that
Mr. Bert Hudgens, principal of the
Lincoln high school, ha d enlisted for
service in the United States nav.y. He
will do duty in the electrical department. Mr. Hudgens was graduated
from I. S. N. U. with the class of
1915, and has been teaching in the
Lincoln high school since that time.

AN ALUMNUS WINS HONORS

The October number of the Beta
Theta Pi published at Geneva, New
York, and edited by Dr. Francis W.
Shepherdson of the department of
Education and Registration of the
state of Illinois, contains an interesting article about Dr. George W . Riley
of the class of 1892. It says:

Club and in every way is one of whom
the fraternity has reason to be distinctly proud.
Brother Riley was born at Lerna,
Coles Count, Illinois, the son of Nimrod and Martha (Sexson) Riley, He
graduated from the Illinois State
Normal University at Normal in 1892
a nd received the degree of Ph.B.
from the University of P ennsylvania
in 1 895. He stud ied for a while at
the Law School of Illinois Wesleyan
University. After that he attended
the American School of Osteopathy,
Kirksville, Missouri, from which he
received the degree of Doctor of Osteopathy in 1904. Immediatel y following his graduation he married
Chloe Canterbury Carlock of Gibson
City, Illinois. H e then located in
New York City, where he has been
in practice for thirteen years.
He has, been very prominent in
osteopathic associations in city, state
and nation, serving as president both
of the New York City Society and
that of the State of New York, so
that, having finished two terms as
trustee of the American Osteopathic
Association, his selection as president for 1917-1918, was a natural
sequence and a happy culmination of
his long continued interest in the
organization.

"An exceptional honor has come to
a member of Beta Theta Pi in the
choice of , Dr. George W. Riley,
Pennsylvania, '95, for president of
the American Ootopathic Association. Brother Riley is not only a
distinguished representative of his
profession, but he is now, and for
twenty-five years has been, one of
the most loyal of the members of the
fraternity. He was a delegate to the
Brother Riley is a member of the
Chicago Convention of 1895, which
Christian
denomination and fraternvoted to re-establish the Pennsy,
vania chapter after a short period or a lly is a Knight Templar, a Shriner,
quiescence. He was a delegate c,f an Elk, and a member of New York
the Pennsylvania chapter to the Con- · Athletic Club. He is author of an
vention of 1896 at White Sulphur article on Osteopathy in the EncycloSprings, and served as temporary pedia Britannica Year Book for 1913.
chairman of that assemblage. He His home is 14 East Thirty-first St.,
is a member of the New York Beta . New York City.
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IS WORJHNG IN CICERO
The fo llowing Jetter from Mr. Rus-sel Dawson, tells of his work in the
schools of Cicero, Illinois:
My Dear Mr. Pricer:
It has been fourteen years since I
left the Normal. Many changes have
taken place down there. Most of the
persons now mentioned in the Quarterly are of later years and are
strangers to me. This is my tenth
year here in Cicero. During all that
time I have been laboring with the
Polish children,. We have nearly five
thousand children and nearly one
hundred twenty-five teachers.
Your old friend and schoolmate ,
Russel Dawson.
5 1 23 22nd Pia.

The work is intensely interesting
and abounds in problems of an original type.
Wi.th best.wishes for the new year,
I remain,
Very truly yours,
D. L. Findley.
4001 Washingto n Blvd.,
St. Louis, Mo.
CAN'T LOSE HER
This letter from Miss Mary L.
Hahn of the class of 191 5, is self explanatory:
Greenwood Hall,
The Univ. of Chicago,
January 17, 1918.
Dear Mr. Barber: I 'm like the
Irishman's tea kettle, not lost be-·
. cause somebody knew where I was,
even if the news editor of the Alumni
Quarterly did not. I like my work
here very much and .appreci.ate especially the presence of a few old
Normal frie nds.
I hope life· in Normal is as• you
wish it- not too much snow to
shovel.
Cordially yours,
Mary L. Hahn.

HE REMEMBE RS L S. N. U .
The following letter from Dr. Delbert Findley of the class of 1910,
tells of his work in St. Louis.
My Dear Mr. Bar.b er:
I still •wish to• keep in touch with
I. S. N. U. through the columns of
the Quarterly.
It has been my intention at various
times to notify the Quarterly of my
whereabou ts but thus far I have negGREAT SPORT TO LIVE HERE
lected to do so. H ave been teaching
The following letter from Mr. A. M.
in the public schools of this city for
of the class of 1905 shows
I
Santee
year
This
years.
four
more than
have charge of a school for habitual something of the possibilitie s of livtruants and delinquent boys-boys ing in the state of Minnesota:
who are misfits in the regular grad- Duluth Minn., J an. 23, 1918.
ed schools. Indeed some of them 12 26 E'ast Third Street.
Prof. F. D. Barber, Normal, Ill.
seem to be general social misfits.
Dear Mr. Barber: I r eceived your
Juthe
of
wards
are
Most of them
card, making inquiry of my wherevenile Court an d several are former
inmates of reformator y ins titutions, abouts and am glad to be able to re.but show little evidence of having port that I am very much alive and
been reformed. However, It ls sel- . aible to do a man's part at the table
dom that the boy is to be blamed at any rate. I have often thought
for his deplorable state. He is gen- of you and have planned to write
erally the victim of a most unwhole- often since coming up to this country,
some environme nt and we are trying but have each time neglected to do
so. I completed my work for the A.
to give him a much needed chance.
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M. degree in the U. of I. last spr ing
and was elected to the position that I
now hold, of principal of the Washington Junior High School, here at
Duluth. Both Mrs. Santee and I like
it here very much. The winter is
cold, but steady and one does not feel
it as much .as one does a warmer climate where the temperature is very
changeable.

We are getting pretty well acquainted here at Duluth and find the
people very friendly. I have joined
the Curling Club and bave done quite
a bit of curling and skating. The
_club house has about a dozen curling
rinks in it and a large skating rink
indoors. The ice on all the rinks is
kept in the best condition and flooded
every half day.

My school work 'e, pleasant. We
have about a thousand pupils in. the
school and about forty teachers. The
teachers are as well prepared for
work of this kind as one could find.
Dulut h pays good salaries, much
higher than those paid in Illinois, but
it costs much more to live her e than
it does in the South, for it is cold for
about eight months in .t he year, so
that a fire is needed, and fuel is about
double in price what it is in Illinois
under the same conditions. All of it
has to be shipped by boat from the
eastern mines. The boats leave here
for the East laden with ore or wheat
while those .arriving are filled with
coal.
The country around Duluth is very
like that we use~ to fish in in northern Wisconsin. Hunting is very good.
I was so busy with school work last
fall t hat I could not get away for
any hunting, but felt the call pretty
strong every time I saw a dray load
of deer, moose, or bear being hauled
to the depot. Many hunters outfit
here at Duluth every year, get their
guides here and tak~ some of the
logging or ore roads back into the
big game regions. F'ishing is good,
I am told and trout streams run right
through the city. These afford pretty
good sport for a few weeks in the
. spring, but are soon fished out. One
can run out a few miles in an auto or
take a train out to some of the small
stations and find all the fishing he
desires.

We spend cur summers at Three
Lakes each year and each seems in
turn a little more pleasant than the
last. We have ?. motor boat, the
cottage pretty well furnished, an ice
house, etc., so that all we need to do
is to pack our suit cases and go down
·to the cottage, go in and take off our
hats and we are located for the summer. We often t hink of the pleasant
times we had when camping out by
Bergs, and when cottage life gets too
tame, I pack up some needfuls, get
out my little tent, a nd hike off to
some wilder lake for a side trip.
Write me, telling · all about yourself, for I am much interested in all
my camp comr a des of former days.
Best rrgards to your wife and children. Mrs. Santee wishes to be remembered to you.
Very sincerely,
A. M. Santee.
LETTER FROM ONE OF THE
ALUMNI
The following letter from Mrs.
Rosa Waugh Brower of the class of
1894, will be much appreciated by
her friends of the Alumni :
Button Willow, Calif.,
January 21, 1918.
Mr. Fred Bar.her, Normal, Ill.
Dear Mr. Barber: I enclose check
for $1.50 in payment of my subscription to the Alumni Quarterly up to
August 1918. I a lways read the
Quarterly with greatest pleasure, for
a lthough I have graduated from the
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University of Illinois, and have done
post graduate work at the Universities of Chicago and California since
leaving Normal, "old I. S. N. U." still
holds first place in my affections. I
am glad to see that. she is doing her
part nobly and enthusiastically in the
war.
A few facts about personal matters
may be of some .inter est to you and
other Normal friends. After coming
to California, I taught for four years
in the high school in Hemet, Calif.,
where I was vice-principal. After our
marriage in June 1916, Mr. Brower
and I came to Kern county, to develop some land which he had n ear
Blitton Willow. We are living on the
ranch, and since September I have
been teaching English in the Kern
county Union H igh School in Bakersfield.
Thanks to our splendid system of
California highways, and to our
friend Henry Ford, it is easy to go
back and forth from ranch to school.
Our high school has an enrollment of
650.
Please remember me to President
Felmley.
Sincerely yours,
Rosa Waugh Brower.
ALUMNI NOTES
Miss Verle Nichol of t he class of
1916, is teaching at Covel and has
directed that her Quarterly be sent
there.
Miss Helen Rohweder of t he class
of 1917, is teaching in the high school
at Julesburg. She states that she is
enjoying her work very much and is
finding many new. friends in the comm unity. There are about seventy students in the high school and Miss
Rohweder has many duties to perform, as she js teaching chemistry,
zoology, general science, and typewriting.

Mr. H. D. Lightbody of the class
of 1914 is teaching in the Michigan
Agricultural college at East Lansing,
Michigan.
Mr. George H. Reitz, 1917, is a
student at the Great Lakes Training
Station. He mentions the fact that
Robert Grubb and John Felmley a re
in the same regiment with himself.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Smith are now
living at 1125 Ea:;t 61st ·street, Chicago. M r . Smith is employed as a
teacher in one O- t he Chicago high
schools.
Mr. John T. P age, of the class of
1894, is now cash ier of the Farmer's
bank at Newberg, North Dakota. Mr.
Page complains of t he hard times in
that vicinity, on account of crop failures. He sti.tes that most of the
teachers in the public schools are
Swedes or Norwegians and that he is
not satisfied with the English that is
taught the ~hildren.
Miss Mabel Ost of the class of 1916,
is teaching in Williams, Arizona.
A letter from Forrest M. Bullock,
'16, states that he is now teaching
in t he Williams Public Schools at
Williams, Arizona, that school affairs
are running nicely, and that he is
ver y well satis-fied With the West.
Miss Edna M. Changnon is teaching at Cl eveland, Ohio. She states
that her brother Dale is in the United States Aviation s;gnal Corps, stationed at Houston, Texas.
Miss Olive Blevins of the class or
19 14, is teaching in Atwater, Illinois.
Mr. John H. Johnson is serving as
principal of the Timber Township
High S'chool cf Glasford, at a salary
of $1,000 per year.
Miss Berni<,e Pa•te:·son is serving
hf'r third year as teacher of English
In th e township high school at Meta-·
niora. During the past summer she
was a student at the University of
Illinois.

